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Multi-layered archives of electronic conversations: how the past of the Internet becomes critically present again on Usenet Web archives


Humanities and social sciences have been interested in Computer-Mediated Communication through the Internet since the 1990’s (Wellman, 2001). Linguists were among the first to create corpora of born-digital language interactions, and the French Research Infrastructure “Corpus” dedicated a workgroup dedicated to “Network Mediated Communication” standardized and interoperable corpora (Chanier et al. 2014). While we focus on CMC archives as sources within our research, we also argue that these collections require the attention of heritage institutions outside of the academic field. CMC material, embedded in network environments as traces of past conversations, participate in the formation of an archive in the sense of the foucauldian archive: a layered, discontinuous chain of discourses giving access to the episteme (the conditions of knowledge) of digital networks (Foucault, 1982). An interdiscourse that appears superficially as an aggregation of opinions, it actually reveals how human language interact with computer technologies in many technical and social mediations.

Among CMC genres, mailing-lists and newsgroups are not dependent on the Web, which explains why they have been ignored in the “appraisal process” (Niu, 2012) underlying institutional born-digital archiving, mostly focused on Web media. We think that they are, in fact, weaved into the Web in a way that reveals its multi-layered nature – at theoretical and practical levels. Their historical and heritage value, as well as their technical constraints when collected for building corpora, are arguably interdependent from Web archive sites – a first stage of “vernacular” (non institutional) archiving process. One specific example concentrates general issues raised by Web-archived CMC: the case of the Usenet archive, a text-based collection of group conversations gathered from the most prominent ancestor of digitally-based social networking. This paper is based on two studies we did on Usenet archives as an object of analytical and methodological research:

1/ a genealogy of its successive archival processes, with the archived collections ending up in the Google Groups web service, put in perspective with an analysis of the reception of this first heritage initiative by Usenet users themselves (Paloque-Berges, 2013);

2/ our own collection and analysis of a corpus of newsgroups’ messages in order to research a chapter of the French history of computer communication networks, with a socio-technical approach inspired by the sociology of innovation refined with the perspectives of infrastructure and code studies; followed by an attempt at engineering the corpus for structuration, standardization and interoperability purposes (to be published).

1. Accounting for the historical and heritage value of CMC material: from Internet history to Internet heritage

Mailing-lists, a collective form of emailing processed through automated software (since the mid 1970’s) and newsgroups, a specific form of collective emailing native to Usenet (since 1979), were defined in their heydays as “electronic conferences” testifying of the first social uses of computer networks (Quarterman, 1990). Both stakeholders, protagonists and witnesses (Rheingold, 1993; Hauben and Hauben, 1997; Hafner and Lyons, 1998; Huitema, 1996; Mounier, 2002) and historians or sociologists of the field (Abbate, 2001; Flichy, 2001) have underlined their role in structuring and deploying the modes of cooperation in the history of computer networks has been. We work at defining source value of the born-digital documents that were produced through these interactions, for the technical, social and cultural history of computer networks, but also for Internet studies more broadly (for instance: Paloque-Berges, 4

---

1 We joined this workgroup in 2012, for our post-doctoral research purposes (see note 3).
2 Comprised of communication history of computer networks, methodologies for studying born-digital archives.
3 This research was funded by a post-doctoral research contract (2012-2013) at the Laboratoire d’Excellence HASTEC (History and Anthropology of Knowledge, Technologies and Beliefs) and operated within the French community of universities Hautes Etudes Sorbonne Arts et métiers (Hésam) based in Paris.
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2. Testing the potential and limitations of web-based newsgroup archives for building corpora

Before that, they were stored on personal computers and exchanged through rudimentary technologies like File Transfer Protocol (FTP).


« Get started with Usenet on Google Groups - Groups Help » [https://support.google.com/groups/answer/6003482].
We experimented the practice of handling and exploiting Usenet archives for historical and heritage purposes, with the constraint of standardizing a corpus so it can be operated for uses beyond our own. Our research project tackled the subject of French computer networks history studied through the networks-based exchanges of their participants (researchers and engineers in the field of network computing). Our corpus was comprised of several academic mailing-lists as well as newsgroups from the fr.comp.* Usenet hierarchy. Our methodology for analysis was based in a socio-technical perspective borrowed from the sociology of innovation (Paravel and Rosental, 2003), which we adapted and refined according to the specificity of our material. We thus operated a multi-layered analysis for studying these born-digital and Web-based archives, embracing content, software infrastructures and encoding standards – following advice from Infrastructure studies and Critical Code studies. As such, our focus was the different layers of source material that can be found in electronic conversations, from content to header metadata. We argue they have value both in terms of discursive content analysis and in software and infrastructure analysis.

The Usenet archive is embedded within the Google Groups systems, with a forum-type threaded structure and search engine. These interface and infrastructure require critical analysis, as ambivalence lies at the core of the system. The Usenet archive is considered dynamic: it is incremented as more Usenet activity is produced, similarly to the Google Groups themselves. The embedded structure produces a mutualization between Google Groups and Usenet in terms of interface display and search functions, with no visual separation between the two services and their associated archives. For instance, searching for one keyword outputs results without discrimination in regards to their respective belonging. Thus, a prior knowledge of Usenet’s complex hierarchy of thematic groups is crucial to finding relevant material. The same applies to search functions: the user should know of trick search queries such as “fr.*” in order to find all the groups falling under the francophone branch category. We found no detail manual of use, and no way to communicate with the administration through faulty contact forms and dead ends links. There is a general sense of under-maintenance (except from a few changes to the system through the years, resulting in disallowing the most important features⁸). Beyond these impediments, Google Groups do not allow the automated crawling, indexing or retrieving of the archive, blocking any attempts to do so, for obvious reasons regarding the commercial and security issues of Google information systems.

We retrieved by hand all the messages in a 2-year period of a particular group of our corpus, in order to: first, operate a qualitative analysis on all aspects pertaining to messages, both at the level of infrastructure and content; second, test quantitative analysis software¹⁰; third, experiment how to standardize the corpus for interoperable search and research within the academic community. One particular feature of the archive was relevant; that is, accessing “original messages”, making the whole of the message visible (metadata and body content). Our socio-technical methodology required the study of the traces left by infrastructure, and metadata does offer a great view of these traces: along classical header data (sender, receiver, subject, date and time), information on format, protocols and routing are crucial to analyze how communication is materialized. Metadata also proved crucial for the two other tasks. Indeed, as we chose to use XML for structuring our test corpus, metadata elements fit right into the mark up structure, facilitating the automated process to do so. We thus experimented two ad hoc XML structuring: first, with the help of a given template in order to run the quantitative analysis software (“XML Forum”); second, through the frame of the OLAC¹¹ standardized XML recommendations, as they aim at providing accessible online corpora fit for interoperability.

Eventually, we encountered a few difficulties preventing us to further the fulfillment of our experiment into effective, open, accessible and searchable corpora: anonymization (the names and personal information not being restricted to the metadata categories); noise in the content resulting from

---

⁸ This notation shows that in the francophone hierarchy (fr.*), there is a number of subcategories, such as fr.comp*, which hosts groups dedicated to computer-related themes in the francophone branch (for instance fr.comp.infosystemes).

⁹ Such as an overview of quantity of messages per month and year, with links to the actual content categorized chronologically. The difficulty to navigate diachronically in the archive has increased over the years.

¹⁰ The online software suite Calico, developed a team of researchers in Education sciences in order to analyze web forum interactions. It requires the encoding of corpus into « XML-Forum », an XML structure native to Calico (Erêt Calico, at UMR STEF [http://woops.crashdump.net/calicors2/index.php].

¹¹ The Open Language Archive Community (OLAC) is an international collaborative network working at standardizing natural language-based corpora for research purposes.
the original uses and circulation of messages through different mail readers with their own format parameters. Such a project, far from being an easy task even though we are handling plain text files, requires the expertise of professional digital archivists and programmers in order to be executed properly, even more if the goal is to put back the corpora online for sharing with the community.

Ultimately, Usenet Web archives sites (and web archived CMC in general) are themselves a layered archive of the digital past and present Internet, as we showed through the history of its archival on the Web from the mid-1990s. An object of digital cultural and technical memory, their values lie in interactions inscribed in discourse, but also the technical framing at the interface and infrastructure levels. They are woven into the history of Web, if not entirely constrained by it. One could argue that a systematic archiving of all digital-born networked conversation is an impossible, if not trivial, task. However, we find critical value in studying the archival processes, whether vernacular or institutional, beyond our own interest in writing the history of communication computer networks. Indeed, the archival of CMC as a new form of recording the everyday online conversations inevitably questions the fear of general network surveillance and the binding of the informal word to digital inscription with resilient memory. Effectively, our relation to digitally archived network communication is marked by an unbalance between the difficulty to grasp the conditions of recording user documents and discourse online for heritage and historical purposes and an acute conscience of the economical and political stakes attached to the exploiting of digital data.
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